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Stored procedures, triggers and User Defined Functions are the key database features for developing robust and distributed applications. In V5R1, SQL Triggers are supported on DB2 Universal Database for iSeries to give much more portability to the database.

This IBM Redbook includes the latest announced features in V5R1 and V5R2 on stored procedures, triggers and User Defined Functions. Among the topics in this publication, you will find suggestions, guidelines, and practical examples on how to effectively develop DB2 UDB for iSeries stored procedures, triggers and User Defined Functions. Some of the topics that are covered in this book include:

	Introduction to the SQL Persistent Stored Module Language used in SQL stored procedures, triggers and User Defined Functions
	SQL stored procedures
	External stored procedures and triggers
	Java stored procedures (both JDBC and SQLJ)
	SQL Triggers
	External triggers
	SQL User Defined Functions
	External User Defined Functions


This publication also offers examples developed in several programming languages (RPG, COBOL, C, Java, and Visual Basic), using native and SQL data access interfaces.
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AutoCAD 2006 for DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
AutoCAD "X" For Dummies is being updated to reflect the new features in the latest release of AutoCAD.     

       Get acquainted with AutoCAD, one piece at a time
Take a quick tour of AutoCAD, see what's new, and start making real drawings      

If ever there was a software package that could use some down-to-earth...
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Pauline Frommer's London: Spend Less, See More (Pauline Frommer Guides)Frommers, 2009

	The Society of American Travel Writers Names "Pauline Frommer's London" Best Guidebook of the Year


	Pauline Frommer's London has been recognized as the best guidebook of 2009 by the Society of American Travel Writer's Lowell Thomas Travel Journalism Competition. The award is given...
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Embedded Computer Systems: Architectures, Modeling, and Simulation: 8th International Workshop, SAMOS 2008, Samos, Greece, July 21-24, 2008, ProceedingsSpringer, 2008
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th International Workshop on Systems, Architectures, Modeling, and Simulation, SAMOS 2008, held in Samos, Greece, in July 2008.
The 24 revised full papers presented together with a contamplative keynote and additional papers of two special workshop sessions were carefully reviewed and...
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Lotus Notes R6 Fast & EasyCourse Technology PTR, 2003
The easy-to-follow, visual format of this series offers a quick guide to the new features and step-by-step instructions for using Lotus Notes and will help you master this latest version in no time.

Relax. Learning how to use Lotus Notes R6 is now a breeze. With this book’s step-by-step instructions, you be managing your...
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The Physics of Coronary Blood Flow (Biological and Medical Physics, Biomedical Engineering)Springer, 2005
Coronary blood flow is blood flow to the heart for its own metabolic needs. In the most common form of heart disease there is a disruption in this flow because of obstructive disease in the vessels that carry the flow. The subject of coronary blood flow is therefore associated mostly with the pathophysiology of this disease, rarely with dynamics or...
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Python Artificial Intelligence Projects for Beginners: Get up and running with Artificial Intelligence using 8 smart and exciting AI applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build smart applications by implementing real-world artificial intelligence projects

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore a variety of AI projects with Python
	
			Get well-versed with different types of neural networks and popular deep learning algorithms
	
			Leverage popular...
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